
Term T3, 2020

Course Information

Units of Credit: 6

Course Overview

Course Description

Fully Online Delivery Term 3 2020

Some adjustments have been made to this course to allow for fully online delivery during the COVID-19
situation. Please refer to the Resources section at the back of this document for more information about
materials and resources required to complete this course online.

***

This course focuses on the design, development and evaluation of wearable and biometric (body-sensing)
interactions for artistic, wellness, rehabilitation, or educational applications. Students extend their
knowledge of interaction design and apply this to the development of a prototype design that analyses and
responds intelligently to data collected via analogue and digital biosensors.

The course provides students with an introduction to the theory and practice of wearable and health
related digital technology. The past five years have seen tremendous growth in the area of wearable and
biometric technologies, and this growth is set to continue. This course provides students with an
introduction to design and engineering issues and approaches for addressing the functional and aesthetic
requirements these new forms of interactions present.

Course Learning Outcomes

On completion of this course, the student should be able to:

1. Describe and apply key theories, issues and frameworks from the field of human-computer
interaction and media arts, to the evaluation of body-focused interactive designs.

2. Develop and refine an interactive prototype, service or environment through an iterative process of
research, development, testing and evaluation.

3. Combine wearables and bio-sensing to build a resolved, functioning, body-sensing interactive
artefact, service or environment.

Teaching and Learning in this Course

This courses uses a variety of teaching approaches:

Blended/online

Moodle - Learning Management System

Assessment

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE

Assessment Task 1 Ideas - Research and Conceptualisation 20% Formal Presentation and Paper
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Assessment Task 2 Projects – Investigative Development 30% Project Proposal

Assessment Task 3 Product – Realisation and Prototyping 50% Project

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE
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Week 2 Soft sensors workshop

1. Velostat/Linqstat 7 x 14cm per student 

2. Conductive fabric silver  20x20cm 
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3. Conductive lycra EeonTex  10 x 13cm per student 

4. Conductive thread 5m per student 

5. Neoprean 20x20cm per student 

5. Felt 10 x 10 cm per student 

6. Fusable interfacing 15x15 cm per student 

Course materials kits are available from Lindsay at Torb and Reiner that contains the above materials: Call
Lindsay 03 95044476

--------------------------

Students will need to supply their own

Metal beads (2)

Glass or plastic beads (6)

Fabric 

Foam 

Sewing needles and thread

Iron

------------------------

Recomended, each student could find useful (not essential) their own:

Multimeter

LilyPad Arduino USB - ATmega32U4 Board
 
----------------------
NOTE: the major project for this course is self directed and you will need to provide materials to create a
prototype. 
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